Abstract. Based on a Dynamic Nominal Mechanism adding to the rootless redundant robots, the dynamic modeling for can be established. The DNM is an idealized dynamic chain whose base is fixed at a point on earth, which makes the rootless redundant robots convert into the open chain multi-body system with fixed base. According to the established dynamic modeling, and the second-order nonholonomic constraints equations are developed from decomposition of the inertia matrix and the Christoffel tensor, and the position and orientation constraint is obtained then, which provides a research basis for designing the motion controller of rootless redundant robots. And the validity of the constraint equation is proved through the simulations of dynamic modeling of 8R rootless redundant robot.
Introduction
Comparing with other type of mobile robots (like wheeled robots, legged robots), the rootless redundant robots have advantages with higher adaptability to environment, hence this type of robots play an important role in many programs [1] , such as fire fighting, earthquake rescue, battlefield scouting. But because of the nonholomic constraint characteristic (without fixed base), it is difficult to control the position of the robots only through kinematic modeling. Therefore, researchers working on the problem of the rootless robot dynamic modeling has yet to be addressed [2, 3] . The existing modeling methods of rootless redundant robots include Lagrange, Newton-Euler, and the application of product-of-exponentials formula [4] [5] [6] . Most of these researches on dynamic modeling are focused on the shape control, influence of environmental parameters and operating dynamics [7, 8] , but the analysis on the position and orientation control of rootless redundant robots are seldom mentioned [9] . This paper invetigates the position and orientation control of rootless redundant robots by using the concept of a Nominal Mechanism [10] for the dynamic modeling. Based on this mehthod, planar motion of multi-rigid body system can be equivalent to open chain planar mechanism. According to the estiblished dynamic modeling, the second-order nonholonomic constraints equations are developed from decomposition of the inertia matrix and the Christoffel tensor, and the position and orientation constraint of the robots is obtained then. The kinematic parameters of position and oritentatoion are investigated during the simulation of a rootless redudant robots twith 8R joints.
Dynamic nominal mechanism for the rootless redundant robots
A rootless redundant robot consists of n links connected with n-1 joints, which has n+2 degrees of freedom because there is connection between the base and the system. Generally, the coordinate of the first or last body, ( )
, the angle h f with inertia coordinate x axis and each angle i q ( )
between the links, are taken as generalized coordinate of the system. In this paper, a nominal mechanism is designed, including two rotational joints and a prismatic joint between the end of the system and the base, which forms the open-chain multi-body system with RPR dynamic nominal mechanism shown in figure 1. Let the mass and inertia of the nominal mechanism is zero, which makes sure the nominal mechanism have no effect on the system. Based on nominal mechanism, the rootless open chain multi-body system is equivalent to be a planar open chain mechanism (R 1 P 2 R 3 )R 4 …R n ＋ 2 with n+2 links. Take 1 q as the angle between the first nominal link with x axis, and 2 q as the length between the nominal R 1 to R 3 , and ( )
as the angles between link i with link i+1.
The dynamic molding and decomposition
Based on the nominal dynamic mechanism, the rootless multi-rigid-body system can be translated to a underactuated open-chain multi-rigid-body mechanism with a fixed base. According to the influence coefficient method and virtual work principles [1] , the dynamic model of the rootless multi-rigid-body system can be described as following.
Where, Eq. 1 is consist of n+2 second-order differential equations. Because of no input as the control variable in the 3 front equations of the dynamic model, it is the nonholonomic constraint of the rootless robot, that is the position constraint, and the rest of n-1 equations reprenst the dynamic control of the robot. Therefore, these positon constraint equations can be obtained by decomposing the above dynamic equations.
Let. The generalized joint displacements can be decomposed into nominal and actual joints
is the generalized joint displacements of the nominal joints and the actual joints. Similarly, the angle velocity and the angular acceleration is represented as
L as the first order influence coefficient of the nominal joints and real joints. The inertia matrix can be decomposed by differentiating the nominal joints from the actual joints. This gives 
Hence a nonholonomic constraints of the dynamic model of a rootless robot based on nominal mechanism is obtained:
Because the position (translation pair P 2 ) and the attitude (revolute pair R 1 and R 3 ) of the multi-body system are described in the generalized coordinate supplied with nominal mechanism, Eq. 7 is the position-attitude constraint equation for the rootless robot.
Position and orientation constraint of the rootless robot
From the dynamic decomposition, it reveals the relationship between the accelerations of the nominal joints and the actuation force and between that and the centrifugal and Coriolis forces. In order to discuss the constraint characteristics, gravitational force is neglected and no external force is assumed resulting that
. From Eq. 6, the accelerations of actual joints are given as 
Where, ( ) (10) and the acceleration of the nominal joints can be rewritten as
Eq.11 gives a direct relation between the acceleration of nominal joints and the displacement inputs of actual joints, i.e., the relation between the motion of rootless robot and the input of joints.
Simulation
Let the rootless robot be composed of 9 modules, so According to the illustrations above, the amplitude increase of the inputs has no influence on the attitude of the rootless robot, that is, the change of the angular displacement, angular velocity and angular acceleration of nominal mechanism is slight. Meanwhile, the influence on the liner displacement, velocity and acceleration is obvious, and the relationship is approximate positive proportion. Hence, the nominal mechanism can be taken in account as constraint condition for the description of position and attitude of the rootless robot.
Conclusions
This paper investigates the position and orientation control of rootless redundant robots by using the concept of a Nominal Mechanism for the dynamic modeling. The dynamic model provides a basis for analyzing the control of locomotion and manipulation of the robots. Depended on the dynamic modeling, the second order nonholonomic constraint equations were hence established by the decomposition of the dynamic formulation. And the motion acceleration constraint equation of the rootless redundant robots was obtained, which can be directly developed for forward and inverse dynamic locomotion control without complicated derivative or tedious calculations. The preliminary simulation results show that the position and orientation constraint based on dynamic modeling provides a research basis for designing the motion controller of rootless redundant robots.
